Marathon 2000
Carpet Extractor
Rugged intelligent design, setting new
standards for carpet extractors

Unsurpassed Features

State-of-the-Art Design

From the innovative leader comes a carpet extractor with features,
performance, and a price that are quite simply unsurpassed by the
competition. This 20-gallon, self-propelled, forward-operation unit
sets a new standard among self-contained carpet extractors. This rotationally-molded unit truly stands up to the rigors of daily use. Its 22”
recovery shoe, 20-gallon solution tank, and 20-gallon recovery tank
clean in the forward mode and handle large area extraction jobs with
ease and efficiency.

The all new variable solution pump allows the operator to control the
flow of solution to the carpet. Clean light or heavy soak, it’s up to you.
A 100 psi solution pump penetrates carpets deep-down and a threestage vac motor with 135” waterlift ensures optimal cleaning performance. A sealed transaxle drive system, two large wheels, and twin
front swivel casters provide easy transport over even the heaviest of
carpet. The Marathon 2000 can cover up to 8,500 sq. ft. per hour, has
variable, operator-controlled speed, and comes complete with a 22”
vac shoe, pre-spray wand, and detachable 75-foot power cord.
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MARATHON 2000

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Service-friendly

Quick-fill solution tank

The Marathon 2000 is easily
and quickly accessible for
service and maintenance
operations.

The 20-gallon solution tank permits long periods of
uninterrupted operation between refills.

Professional design
A 22” vac shoe, easy-access
drain hoses, and detachable 75-foot power cord are
standard features on the
Marathon 2000.

Large-capacity recovery
A 20-gallon recovery tank has a clear cover for monitoring the tank level. The cover is sealed with a heavyduty gasket for optimal recovery performance.

Built-in spray wand
The unit comes standard with a prespray hose and wand for handling edges,
corners, and spotting operations.

High-performance carpet extraction
An adjustable brush, 100 psi solution pump, and 22” vac shoe provide
deep-down cleaning in one pass.

Operator-friendly
A simple, easy-to-use control panel allows
the operator to control speed, solution, and
recovery functions. The handle continues
Tornado’s® excellence in ergonomic design
and commitment to operator comfort.

MODEL

MARATHON 2000

CATALOG NUMBER

98190

MACHINE DIMENSIONS
SIZE (L X W X H)

51” x 22” x 38”

WEIGHT

190 LBS

POWER CORD

75 FT Detachable

CLEANING SYSTEM
SOLUTION CAPACITY

20 GAL

RECOVERY CAPACITY

20 GAL

BRUSH SIZE

19”

CLEANING RATE (SQ. FT. / HOUR)*

4,193

ADJUSTABLE BRUSH

Yes

VAC SHOE SIZE

22”

BRUSH MOTOR

1/4 HP

CFM/WATERLIFT

95/135”

VARIABLE SOLUTION PUMP PSI

100

JETS

4

DRIVE SYSTEM

Sealed Transaxle

DRIVE MOTOR

1/4 HP

SELF-PROPELLED AND SPEED

:FT7BSJBCMF

MOTOR
3 STAGE VAC MOTOR

2 HP

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES AND ATTACHMENTS
12” DELUXE WAND

98397

20’ VAC PRESSURE HOSE

95567

STANDARD UTILITY TOOL

98340

18” CREVICE DETAILER

98342

4” UPHOLSTERY TOOL

98343

6” UTILITY/STAIR TOOL

98344

12/3 CORD

30713
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